Abstract: Physical principles are involved in almost any aspect of cooking. Here we analyze the specific process of baking pizzas, deriving in simple terms the baking times for two different situations: For a brick oven in a pizzeria and a modern metallic oven at home. Our study is based on basic thermodynamic principles relevant to the cooking process and is accessible to undergraduate students. We start with a historical overview of the development and art of pizza baking, illustrate the underlying physics by some simple common examples, and then apply them in detail to the example of baking pizza.
. Bust of Vergil from the Tomb of Vergil in Naples, Italy become familiar with the "exotic" tomato plant after Columbus but the fruit was believed to be poisonous. Barely and hazardously eaten by peasants, tomatoes first appeared in the recipe book "Il Cuoco Galante" (The Gallant Cook) written in 1819 by chef Vincenzo Corrado. The first mentioning of "mozzarella" can be found in the recipebook "Opera" (1570) by Bartolomeo Scappi. Up to present time, genuine mozzarella is still produced from fat buffalo milk in the vicinity of Naples (Fig. 3) . It is a very delicate product, not only in taste, but also to store -mozzarella does not handle low temperatures well -if kept in a refrigerator, it becomes "rubbery". It should only be stored in its own whey at room temperature for a few days. Documents demonstrate that until the 18 th century, the Neapolitan pizza was a simple dish of pasta baked or fried, flavored with lard, pecorino-cheese, olives, salt or small fishes called cecinielli. During the 19 th century up to two hundred "pizzaioli" (pizza-makers) crowded the streets of Naples selling for a nickel baked or fried pizzas dressed with tomato sauce and basil leaves. In 1889, a few years after the unification of Italy, the pizzaiolo Raffaele Esposito decided to pay homage to the Italian Queen by adding mozzarella to the traditional tomato and basil pie. The combination of red, white, and green symbolized the colors of the Italian flag and the tri-color pizza, still known as Pizza Margherita, transformed the modest pie to a success that the modest pizzaiolo could never have imagined. In Italy today, pizza is made in different regional styles. Neapolitans are famous for their round-shaped pizzas with a high crusty edge or cornicione. Beyond the mentioned Margherita the standard is Pizza Napoletana (protected by the European Union as a Guaranteed Traditional Speciality), dressed with tomato, mozzarella and anchovies. The simplest version is called Marinara, simply topped with tomato, garlic, oregano and oil. Elaborate and opulent is the Calzone a circle of pizza dough folded into a half-moon stuffed with ricotta, mozzarella, salami or prosciutto. Romans, devoted to crunchy flatbreads, add more water to the flour (up to 70%) and add olive-oil or lard to the dough, so their pizzas can be stretched to the thickness of canvas without losing its toothsome chewiness; condiments are the same for the Napoletana but the pizza served at the table of a roman pizzeria is without cornicione. Roman bakeries and groceries usually sell pizza bianca by weight, a "white", rectangular, crusty pizza topped only with oil and salt. Sardenaira is a flatbread with tomatoes, olives & anchovies typical of Liguria but originated in the nearby Provence where it is called pissaladière (from the anchovy paste called pissalat=salt fish), Typical of the Abruzzi's tradition is the Pizza di Sfrigoli made by deeply kneading lard, flour, and salt, then incorporating little pig bits (sfrigole) before baking, while in Apulia the beloved recipe is Pizza Pugliese, thin and covered with tomato sauce and a lot of stewed onions (anchovies and olives are optional). Another Apulian specialty is the Panzerotto, a little pizza pocket served to mark the beginning of Carnival. Panzerotto differs from the Neapolitan calzone in both size and method of cooking (it's deep-fried, not baked). The classic filling is tomato sauce and fresh mozzarella, but many variations exist. Calabrians -devoted to sharp and spicy flavors -enrich their pizzas with hot salami (soppressata) or 'nduja, a spreadable and fiery blend of lard and chili peppers probably introduced into Calabria by the Spanish.
The Sicilian version of pizza is called sfinciuni (from the latin spongia=sponge), a rectangular thick and cushioned flatbread generously dressed with olive oil, onions, sheep's cheese and sun-dried tomatoes. Scaccia -a specialty of the Ragusa province in Sicily -is a thinly rolled dough spread with tomato sauce and cheese and then folded up on itself to resemble a strudel; the long, rectangular pizzas are then sliced, revealing the layers of crust, sauce, and cheese. Sardinian panada is a nourishing pizza shield filled with eggplant, lamb and tomatoes -or in a seafood version, stuffed with fish or buttery local eel.
Essentially an "open sandwich", Neapolitan pizza disembarked to US in the late 19th and early 20 th centuries when Italian immigrants, as did millions of Europeans, were coming to New York, Trenton, New Haven, Boston, Chicago and St. Louis. Flavors and aromas of humble pizzas sold on the streets by Neapolitan pizzaioli to the country fellows began to intrigue the Americans. Neapolitan immigrant Antonio Pero began making pizza for Lombardi's grocery store, which still exists in NY's Little Italy and in 1905 Mr. Gennaro, Lombardi's owner, was licensed to open the first Pizzeria in Manhattan on Spring Steet. Due to the wide influence of Italian immigrants in American culture, the U.S. has developed regional forms of pizza, some bearing only a casual resemblance to the Italian original. Chicago has its own style of a deep-dish pizza. Detroit also has its unique twice-baked style, with cheese all the way to the edge of the crust, and New York City's thin crust pizzas are well-known. St. Louis, Missouri uses thin crusts and rectangular slices in its local pizzas, while New Haven-style pizza is a thin crust variety that does not include cheese unless the customer asks for it as an additional topping.
Main text:
Being curious, the authors began looking into the secrets of making pizza. Rule number one, as Italians told them, was to always look for a pizzeria with a wood burning oven (not with an electrical one). Good pizzerias are proud of their "forno" ("oven" in Italian), in which you can see with your own eyes the whole process of baking. The pizzaiolo forms a dough disc, covers it with topping, places the fresh pizza on top of a wooden or aluminum spade, and finally transfers it into the oven. A couple of minutes later it is sitting in front of you, covered with mouth-watering bubbles of cheese, encouraging you to consume it and wash it down with a pitcher of good beer.
The authors received useful advice from a friendly pizzaiolo who was working in a local Roman pizzeria, frequently visited by them when they lived in that neighborhood: "Always come for a pizza either before 8 p.m. or after 10 p.m., when the pizzeria is halfempty." The advice was also confirmed by one of the pizzeria's frequent visitors: a big The reason for this advice was very simpleoven capacity. As the pizzaiolo explained, 325 -330°C 1 is the optimal temperature for Roman pizza baked in a wood burning oven with a firebrick bottom. In this case, a thin Roman pizza will be done in 2 minutes. Thus, even putting two pizzas into the oven, the pizzaiolo can serve 50-60 clients within an hour. During peak hours, about one hundred customers frequent the pizzeria and at least ten clients are waiting for a take-out pizza. To meet the demand, the pizzaiolo increases the temperature in the oven up to 390°C, and pizzas "fly out" of the oven every 50 seconds (hence, each one requires a "baking time" of around 1½ minutes). However, their quality is not the same: the bottom and the crust are a little "overdone" (slightly black), and the tomatoes are a little undercooked.
Since it is not always easy to find a pizzeria with a brick oven, let us take a look what advantages it has compared to an electric oven and whether there is a way to improve the latter to produce a decent pizza.
To illustrate the physical principles involved in baking pizzas, let us consider a common example of how heat is transferred. Imagine when you were a child and had a fever, but no thermometer at hand. Your mother would put her hand on your forehead and quickly say: "you have a high temperature, no school for you tomorrow". To investigate this process scientifically, we start with simplifying the problem. Let us imagine that your mom is touching your forehead with her own forehead rather than her hand. In that case, if the temperature of your forehead would have been 38°С, and your mother's 36°С, it is clear by the symmetry of the problem that the temperature at the interface (T0) between the two foreheads will be 37°С, and that your mother would feel the flow of heat coming from your forehead (the actual temperature distribution in time is shown in Fig. 6 ).
1 Obviously, the temperature depends on the way the dough was prepared and stored. The pizzaiolo Antonio prepares the dough well in advance -24 hours before baking the pizza. After mixing all ingredients and kneading it well, he leaves the dough "to rest" for several hours, and then cuts it into pieces and forms ball-shaped portions. For Naples-style pizza the portion is 180-250 grams, for Romanstyle less. These portions are used for a single pizza. Then he puts the dough balls into wooden boxes, where the dough will be rise for 4-6 hours. After that it is ready to be baked or placed in a refrigerator for later use. Now let us assume that your mother's head is made of steel, and her temperature is the same -36°С. Intuitively, it is clear the temperature at the interface will decrease, let us say, to 36.3°С. This is related to the fact that the steel will draw off the heat from the interface region effectively to its bulk, since its heat conductivity is large. It is also clear that this removal becomes more efficient, when a smaller amount of heat needs to be drawn away from the interface region (i.e., the heat removal increases when the specific heat capacity of the "mother's head" material decreases, an illustration is shown in Fig. 7 ).
Let us now analyze the process of pizza baking more scientifically. We start by reminding the reader of the main concepts of heat transfer [1] . When we speak about "heat", we usually have in mind the energy of a system (like the mother's head, the oven, or the pizza itself) associated with the chaotic motion of atoms, molecules and other particles it is composed of. We inherited this concept of heat from the physics of a past era. Physicists say that heat is not a function of the state of a system, its amount depends on the way the system achieved this state. Like work, heat is not a type of energy, but rather a value convenient to use to describe energy transfer [2, 3] . The amount of heat, necessary to raise the temperature of a mass unit of the material by one degree, is called a specific heat capacity of the material:
Here M is the mass of the system and ∆ is the quantity of a heat required for heating the system by a temperature ∆ . From this expression it is clear that the heat capacity is measured in J´kg -1´K-1 in SI units.
In the case of a thermal contact between the two systems with different temperatures, the heat will go from the warmer system to the cooler one. The heat flux density is the amount of heat ∆ that flows through a unit area per unit time in the direction of temperature change:
In the simplest case of a homogenous non-uniformly heated system, using Eq. 
where is the mass density 2 . Assuming that Δx is small, we identified the value in parentheses as the derivative of the temperature by the coordinate x and took into account the fact that the temperature decreases in x-direction (see Fig. 8 ). In the general case, q is the vector and the derivative in Eq. (3) is replaced by the gradient , which describes the rate of temperature change in space. The coefficient in Eq. (3) is 2 One can also use this formula to easily find the heat loss through the walls of ones house during a cold winter. In this stationary situation, the temperature distribution does not change with time. the thermal conductivity, which describes the ability of a material to transfer heat when a temperature gradient is applied 3 . Eq. (3) expresses mathematically the so-called Fourier's law, which is valid when the temperature variation is small. Next, let us analyze how a "temperature front" penetrates a medium from its surface, when a heat flow is supplied to it (see Fig. 8 ). Assume that during time t the temperature in the small cylinder of the height ( ) and cross-section has changed by ∆ . 4 Let us get back to Eq. (3) and rewrite it by replacing by ( ): .
Solving Eq. (4) with respect to the length ( ) one finds:
i.е., the temperature front enters the medium by the square-root law of time. The time after which the temperature at depth L will reach a value close to the one of the interface depends on the values , с, and . The parameter = / is called the thermal diffusivity or coefficient of temperature conductivity and the heating time of the whole volume can be expressed in its terms: ~I/ .
Of course, our consideration of the heat penetration problem into a medium is just a simple evaluation of the value ( ). A more precise approach requires solution of differential equations. Yet, the final result confirms our conclusion (5), just corrected by a numerical factor:
Now that we know how heat transfer works, let us get back to the problem of calculating the temperature at the interface between two semi-spaces: on the left with parameters K , с1, K and temperature T1 at −∞, and on the right with parameters I , с2, 
Here we simplified the problem assuming that all temperature changes happen at the corresponding temperature dependent length (6). Solving this equation with respect to
where 3 The definition of the thermal conductivity = (∆/) 1 ∆+ used in Eq. (3) requires a clarification: While our simplified derivation suggests a geometry dependence, we emphasize that in reality it is determined only by microscopic properties of the material. . This is the quantitative proof of the intuitive response we provided in the beginning of the article for the temperature 37°С of the interface between the mother's hand and the child's forehead. If the mother's hand would be made of steel, IK ≫ 1 and T ≈ I , its temperature would remain almost unchanged after contact with the hot forehead, meaning that she would not be able to notice the child's fever. Finally, we are ready to discuss the advantages of the brick oven. Let us start from the calculation of the temperature at the interface between the pizza placed into the brick oven and its heated baking surface. All necessary parameters are shown in the Assuming the initial temperature of the pizza dough as As we know from the words of the same pizzaiolo, a pizza is perfectly baked in two minutes under these conditions. Let us now repeat our calculations for the electric oven with its baking surface made of steel. For an electric oven the ratio will be i`= 0.1, and if heated to the same temperature of 330°С, the temperature at the bottom of the pizza will be equal to 330 С T + 0.1 ⋅ 20 С T 1.1 ≈ 300 С T .
That is too much! The pizza will just turn into coal! This interface temperature is even much higher than in Naples' pizzerias, where oven temperatures between 400-450°C are common.
